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This issue of TRADITION is specialy dedicated to
highlighting the spiritual resources of the Toronto
Jewish community. Over the years, this thvig
metropolis has provided the matrix of the develop-

ment of many individuals who have made a profound
impact upon Jewish life and thought in many parts
of the world. It is most appropnate that this special
Toronto issue, which contains a number of contri-
butions from Torontonians, features as its lead
article a description of what by many observers is
regarded as one of the best organized Jewish com-

munities in North America.

The author of this essay has written extensively on
the Canadian Jewish community and is National
Director of the Joint Community Relations Commit- .
tee, Canadian Jewish Congress and B'ttai B'rith.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE TORONTO JEWISH COMMUNITY

Toronto unti only ten or fiteen years ago was a centre of
shtiblech. There was the Husiatyner Kloiz, the Chevrah Shas,
the Kehilas Yaakov, a host of landsmanshaft-conventicles mi-
roring the geography of the old Pale. of Settlement with partcular
concentration on what used to be called Russian Poland: the
Anshe Chmelnyk, the Bikur CholIm Anshe Kielce, the Apter,
the Lagover, the Drildzher, the Ivantzker, the Rad6mer, the
Anshe Stashev, with assorted representations from Roumania,
Lithuania and Galicia. Its history did not have the dichotomy
cf German and Ea.st European Jews known to so many Ameri-
can communities. There was a social and temperamental dif-
ferentiation between what was called (and is still occasionally
termed) the daitshishe shul-Holy Blossom Synagogue-and
the others. However, Holy Blossom's Germanness was not so
much based on the ethnic source of its communicants, for it
consisted of Russian and English Jews as well as Germans, as
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upon its oneness of spirit with Reform Judaism and its secular
outlook.

Early Beginnings

Holy Blossom started as an Orthodox congregation in 1856.
A Sefer Torah was contributed by the Ascher family of Montreal
on condition that it remain so in perpetuity-a condition that

was not to be fulfied. Lewis and Mark Samuel, the Yorkshire

merchants who were the prime agents in its founding, were de-
vout Orthodox Jews. The pattern of its worship was carried out
in traditional form through the 1860's and 1870's untouched
by the stream of Reform that was coursing through American
communities, and which by the 1860's had turned Berith Kodesh
in Rochester, N. Y. into an institution where full and unre-
strained Reform had triumphed. The 1880's brought to Toronto,
as it did to Jewish communities throughout the Western world,
masses of Jews from Czarist Russia. These Jews were unadjusted
to the Western world and brought with them the full comple-
ment of Jewish folkways and religious intensity of Eastern
Europe. Shortly thereafter they established three synagogues:

the Goel Tzedec in 1883, a "non-ethnic" synagogue of East

European Jews in that it was not identified with any specific
section of East Europe; the Beth Midrash Hagadol Anshe T'hi-
lIm in 1887, called by some the Kozatsky shoal as it contained
mainly Russian Jews; and in 1889 the Shomrei Shabbos com-

prising in the main those of Austro-Galician provenance.

"Reform" Came Slowly

The 1880's also brought Edmond Scheuer to Toronto.
Scheuer, born in the Rhine Valley, received a' French education
in nearby Alsace-Lorraine and lived briefly in Paris. In 1886
he moved to Toronto where he lived until his death. Coming to
Toronto in 1886 he founded a congregation where Kohanim
duchen'h, where aUyot were auctioned off-sometimes with brisk
bidding-and where decorum was sometimes thrown to the wind.
He made it his goal to introduce Reform. He succeeded, riot in
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introducing Reform but in introducing "reforms" and, in the
course of it, drove some members into the Goel Tzedec. There
was the usual bitter battle about the use of an organ. Even
though it was ostensibly intended only for weddings and weekday
"non-religious" events a number of congregants sensed what
would follow. One evenig they dumped the organ unceremoni-
ously on the sidewalk. The leader of these organ dumpers later
left to join the Goel Tzedec. In the 1890's two alumni of Jews'
College, the Reverends Elsass and Lazarus, came and stayed
for brief periods. The latter was too "advanced" for the Holy
Blossom, then directed by the conservative minded Benjami
family from Australia. Eventually, in 1900, it was Solomon J a-
cobs, also a Jews' College man, who fitted the temperament of
the members bridging the gap between traditional Orthodoxy
and Cincinnati Reform. He stayed for nineteen years until his
death at which time Holy Blossom was ready for Reform, Ameri-
can style, bringing in Barnett Brickner, a New York social
worker turned Reform rabbi. Holy Blossom did not assume the
coloration of American Reform, however, until the arrival,
nine years later of Maurice W. Eisendrath.

Eisendrath's Experience

In his book Can Faith Survive, written thirty-five years later,
Eisendrath indicates how "unreformed" his congregation was.

. . . At age twenty-seven, having been exposed exclusively to the clas-
sical pattern of Reform Judaism, restricted throughout those first three
decades to association primarily with Reform Jews, I was suddenly
plunged into a vibrant community of some forty thousand Jews, of
whom a bare couple of hupdred familes belonged to Holy Blossom
Congregation, one of the three Reform congregations in the whole
Dominion of Canada. Holy Blossom Congregation, founded in 1856
was older than the Hebrew Union College and the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations, but it had been Reform only during the eight-
year incumbency of my two predecessors.

. . . I recall how completely "shook up" I was when I fist realized
that there was a congregation in the ranks of Reform that stil was 80
utterly "unreformed" so steeped in Orthodoxy, as not to remove its

. hats in prayer. And that congregation was mine!
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He details blow-by-blow what was. done: how a special meeting
of the entire congregation was convened to consider a motion
that henceforth "covering of the head at worship would be op-
tional," how this was bitterly opposed and a filibuster carried
on by its opponents; how it won by the slimmest of margins;

how the dramatic moment occurred on Rosh Hashanah evening
when he, as offciating rabbi, walked in his head bare, to be
'greeted by "a thousand gasps gathering into bursts of whispers,"
which "exploded across the pews like a clap of long delayed
thunder." The long and painful effort that went back to 1886
and lasted 43. years. reflects the essential conservatism of the
community's religious element.

Eisendrath was right in another respect. After the initial smal-
scale settlement by English, American and German Jews with
some small accretions. . from Eastern Europe the mass imnigra-

tion after the 1880's, increasing further after the turn of the

century, gave Toronto a heavy and intensive East European

coloration.

Ideological Kaleidoscope

All the strains and local variations of East Europe were rep-
resented: Galicia, Russian Poland, White Russia-Lithuania, Wol-
hynia, Bessarabia, and Roumania. The only grouping that was
institutionally absent were Hungarian Jews-they did not show
up until after Wodd War II. Ideologically too all the trends and
"isms" were there: Labor Zionist of the Syrkin brand and of
. the Borochovist stripe; Socialits, Anarchists (or libertarians as
they preferred sometimes) and Socialist-TerritorialIsts. These
three' were grouped together in th Arbeter Rig. Apart from
the se~ularized ideologies there were-but not until after World
War I-Mizrachi and in the 1930's the "TzeIrei Mizrachi" or
Torah V' A vodah movement. The Agudath Israel also appeared
in the period between the two W orId Wars. . Youth movements
,abounded, especially in the 1930's and 1940's. YoungJudaea
.'wås the arm Of the General Zionists, Hashomer Hadati was a
militant. youth group of religious Zionists, HashomerHatzair
attracted a number of young people by its' special and' unique
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blénd of Marxism and Zionism, the young Poale Zion-later

called the Habonim-trained young people for hachshara and
the ideal of a Socialist Jewish homeland'. All these were in ad-
dition to the non-ideological groupings such as the sports-minded
YMHA and the social and welfare-minded Aleph Zadik Aleph
of B'nai B'rith.

The HLeftists"

Toronto had another component in its catalogue of jdeologies
-the Jewish Communists. This chapter is perhaps unique
among centres in North America not, of course, in the fact of
its existence but in the course which it took. Following the split
in the ranks within the Arbeter Ring in the mid-1920's, the

leftists separated to form a fraternal order called the Labour
League. This included branches, reading circles, a Yiddish after.
hours school, a children's summer camp, a library, club quarters,
a national weekly in Yiddish (named in tu Der Kampf, Der
Veg and finally simply V ochenblat), a mandolin orchestra and a
prestigious folk choir. After W orId War II it consolidated with
counterparts in other cities in Canada to form a national or-
ganization called the United Jewish Peoples Order. Its leaders
and representatives were elected to the Board of Education, the
City Council and the provincial legislature. They participated
(after 1943) in the ranks and committees of the Canadian Jew-
ish Congress and formed a noisy and vigorous opposition to the
Establishment. Their hold began to slip after 1951 when, in

anticipation of coming alienation and in reaction to current de-
velopments, they were expelled from the Canadian Jewish Con-
gress. . (Their Morris Winchevsky school had been removed from
the United Jewish Welfare Fund's support the year before.) The
electorate too withdrew its favour. The Communist representa-
tives disappeared from the municipal council and other bodies.
In 1955 Joseph B. Salsberg was defeated in the provincial elec-
tions. Their leaders, however, throughout the Prague trials of
1952 and the Doctors' Plot of the following winter continued to
find tortuous justification to explain away the humiiating and
embarrassing reports which, had they emanated from any other
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quarters, they would have unhesitatingly branded as Jew-baiting
of the worst sort (which of course is what it was).

In 1956 the revelations of the Twentieth Party Congress in
Moscow were the final and traumatic last straw. Three years
later the top leaders of the UJPO, J; B. Salsberg, Morris Bider-
man and Sam Lipshitz, had made a clean break with their past
and formed their own secessionist organization called the New
Jewish Fraternal Association. Twelve years later this body affli-
ated with the Canadian Jewish Congress, strongly supports Is-
rael and is finding its own way back to the values and dimen-
sions of Jewish life. The UJPO survives in attenuated fashion
without its children's summer camp, its school, and its former
leadership. With the present strong identification of the USSR
with the Arab cause they are totally overlooked as a factor in
the community. While there were defections from the movement
on the part of individuals in other centres in Canada, only in
Toronto were there enough to form a new and viable organiza-
tion.

Neighborhood Shift

Like its sister city Montreal, Toronto lacks the problem of
black neighbourhoods impinging on Jewish areas and the host
of social problems this brings. This does not mean there has
been a stationary Jewish locale. The two areas of earlier settle-
ment are totally dejudaized with the exception of Toronto's
Petticoat Lane, and the Kensington Market area where Jews,
Portugue,se, West Indians and Hungarians now share the stalls
and which still retains a noticeable, if reduced, Jewish flavor.
It. is noteworthy that while prior to 1945 the major and most
visible non Anglo-Saxon element in Toronto was the Jewish
group, the Jews have been greatly outstripped numerically in
the post World War II era by immigrants from Italy, now num-
bering. more than a quarter million in Greater Toronto. Toronto
did, however, enjoy a substantial Jewish immigration after World
War II from the Displaced Persons camps, from the Poland of
Gomulka and from Hungary-a fact that is closely related to
its present make-up.
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The shtiblech mentioned earlier are gone now. Jews living in
the outer city and suburbs and synagogue structures have re-
placed the ,small kleizlach. Up to the 1930's, as Maurice Eisen-
drath found to his surprise and perhaps somewhat to his shock
and dismay~ Toronto was essentially a community of East Euro-
pean Jews. The norm of organization was the landsmanshaft,
be it in the form of a synagogue, a shtibl, hilfs-farband or a sick
benefit society. In the 1930's only two rabbis were adept in the
English language: the spiritual leader of the Reform Temple and
the rabbi of Toronto's leading Orthodox soon-to-be Conserva-

tive Goel Tzedec synagogue. It was to the former that the press
inevitably turned to a spokesman on matters Jewish. The other
rabbis were products of Russia, Poland and Roumania who de-
livered droshot~ counselled the housewife on kashrut of her vic-

tuals, attempted with varying degrees of success to impose kash-
rut on retail butchers, wrote gittin, studied Torah and established
Jewish schools and yeshivot.

Acculturation and Integration

Today the process of acculturation has proceeded apace. Most
rabbis, Orthodox as well as Conservative and Reform, are uni-
versity-trained. There are some hassidic groups who pretend to
disdain secular learnig though others among them-the Luba-
vitch for instance-acquire it as assiduously as the rest, espe-

cially in pedagogy.
This writer, if a personal note can be forgiven, has observed

something that was missing in an earlier generation of Toronto's
Orthodoxy. There is today an Orthodoxy that is highly accultur-
ated, using English as its normal medium-something already
quite familiar perhaps in the Bronx of thity years ago but not
known in Toronto where J ewishness-both religious and secular
-was marked by a strong East European and immigrant flavour
and atmosphere.

There has been an interesting development politically in. Tor-
onto's Jewry. Toronto, like all communities, went through the
period when Jewish candidates sought their political future in
Jewish wards or tidings. Nathan Phillips who rose to be an eight-
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year mayor of Toronto '(the city's record) got his political 
start

in the Jewish Ward Four-the old Spadina Avenue area. Like-

wise Toronto's fist Jewish MP, Sam Factor, won his spurs in
Spadina riding and was followed by David Croll who came from
Windsor.

In the 1968 general elections, however, something happened
that may be indicative of a trend. Toronto elected four Jewish
MP's to the Federal House of Commons, more than any city
had ever elected. All of these (David Lewis, Philip Givens,

Barney Danson and Bob Kaplan) were elected in predominantly
non-Jewish areas. The three areas in the city which might be
described as '''Jewish'' in composition all elected non-Jewish
MP's '(Jim Walker, Mitchell Sharp and Ian Wahn). The same,
incidentally, applies to three of the four other Jewish MP's in
the rest of Canada triumphant at the polls who won in constitu-
encies with a negligible "Jewish vote." One was elected for a
semi-rural riding (Max Saltsman), one for a riding within the
city of Windsor (Herbert Gray) and one (Jack Marshall) for
the remote island-province of Newfoundland, far from any Jew-
ish metropolIs. This perhaps marks the coming of age politically
of Toronto and Canadian Jewry. To rise in politics Jewish can-
didates are no longer confined to areas with a huge concentration
of Jewish voters. Prom 1955 to 1963, as mentioned earlier,
Toronto was served by Nathan Phillips, the' son of an immigrant
from Suvalk. Phillips is a sample of the earlier period of Reform
Yahudim, a term he used for Jews. From 1963 to 1966, Phillip
Givens (born Givertz) son of immigrants from Poland and a
tyical outgoing folksmentsch, was mayor. The present deputy
mayor, and acknowledged as one of the most competent muni-
cipal politicians, is 42 year old David Rotenberg, a third genera-
tion Canadian whose mother is a Ph.D. in physics. Rotenberg
is a shamer shabbat, absenting himself from all municipal ses-
sions on yomtov and the Sabbath.

T he Jewish Press

Toronto, lìke Montreal, maintained a daily Yiddish press for
many years, perhaps 20 to 25 years after ,cities like Boston, Chi.
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cago, Cleveland and Philadelphia-all then much larger-had
ceased to. support a local Yiddish daily. Among the editors 'was
A vraham Rhinewine who managed to write some material on
Canadian Jewish history before his premature death at 44 in
1935. His successor was Shmuel-MeIr Shapiro, an Abe Cahan-
lie figure who ruled his paper like. a dictator though iii the
period of his regemony the paper did not command the infuence
it previously had. The editor after Shapiro's death was a liter-
arisher mentsh who caried on a wide correspondence with Leiv~
ik, Opatoshu and Niger-the late Gershon Pomerantz. AU'three

editors were colourful figures of a vanishing past. The Jewish
Standard was formed in 1930 in reaction to the anti-Zionist
views of the Canadian Jewish Review, whose editor ånd con-

tributing editor, were respectively Florence Friedlander Cohen
and Maurice Eisendrath. The response to the Review's com-
mentary on the 1929 riots in Palestine, impelled Mrs. Dora
Dunkelman, a Hadassah stalwart, to bring to Toronto Meyer
Weisgal as editor of a new publication, the Jewish Standard

(now stil in publication 41 years later under the editorship and
ownership of Julius Hayman).
. At one time, Toronto over a period of years, was dependent

upon its sister city, Montreal, for its Jewish publications in the
English language. Things have changed now. "The Review which
had moved to Montreal, moved back to Toronto, merging
with the Canadian Jewish Chronicle that also moved to Toronto
after half a century in MontreaL. The Chronicle-Review is now
a monthly. Since 1959, M. J. Nurenberger, who was brought
to Toronto to edit the Yiddish Hebrew Journal, switched to

EnglIsh, founded the Canadian J ewish News, which he conducted
for twelve years, and has recently sold to new owners, a group
of communal leaders.

Orthodox Leadership

Toronto today possesses an alert and alive Orthodox com-
munity conscious of its strengths, its weaknesses and its respon-
sibilities. The three major Orthodox houses of worship are:
Shaarei Shomàyini', Shaarei Tefilla and Clanton . Park. The
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Shomrei Shabbos, founded by Galician Jews in 1889, is sti

an Orthodox shul (under the leadership of Gedalia Felder, the
noted halakhic scholar). Clanton Park's Rabbi Nachum Ra-
binovitch has recently departed to assume the leadership of
London's Jews' College. Shaarei Shomayim's Walter Wurzburger
left four years ago for the New York area. A group of young
Orthodox intellectuals have established a branch of the Orthodox
Jewish Scientists Association. Names lie Meyer W. Gasner (a
transplant from New York of more than 40 years ago) stand
high in the community's regard. Gasner is an Orthodox Jew and
was president of Candian Jewish Congress for Ontario for sev-
eral terms in the 1960's. He has given service to Mizrachi, Bar
Dan University and the various departments and sections of
Yeshiva University.

After several abortve efforts to maintain a kehiUah in the
1930's and 1940's kash.rut is now administered by the Canadian
Jewish Congress' Orthodox Division with its rabbinical counciL.
Two other rabbinical authorities-those of Dr. David Ochs and
Rabbi Abraham Price-are recognized by the Congress Com-

. mittee. The Conservatives have their own kashrut hashgacha
mainly for the catering within their own synagogues (supervsed
by an alumnus of Rabbi Price) though at least one Conservative
synagogue is within the Orthodox supervision. The Congress

authority has had notable success in providing supervision to
wide areas of commercial food processing, detergent and cleans-
ing products, etc. It has less success, however, with retail butchers
many of whom sail under false colours claiming kashrut without
diect evidence thereof.

Jewish Education

Orthodoxy's main impact on the Jewish community has been
through Jewish education. The two major educational institu-
tions are Orthodox-the Eitz Chaim and the Associated Hebrew
Schools. The latter is supported by many outside the strict Ortho-
dox fold-people who feel that Jewish education should tend
to the traditionaL. Whle not Orthodox in name it is so in practice
and outlook. It is the descendant of an institution founded in
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1908 by Rabbi Jacob Gordon and his associates who wanted to
introduce the Ivrit b'lvrit technique. Seven or eight years later
a group of Polish Jews, later headed by Rabbi Yehuda Leib
Graubart founded the Eitz Chaim. The latter stated that he was
not in principle opposed to Ivrit b'Ivrit but was doubtful if God-
fearing men could be found among its practitioners.

Both schools are supported by the United Jewish Welfare

Fund of Toronto and face the same problems of fiancing that
schools are facing throughout North America. Both are keeping
pace with the city's expansion and setting up branches and new
locations as the suburbs extend. Toronto did not enter the day
school field as early as Edmonton or Winnipeg in Western Can-
ada or Montreal to the East. It was not until after World War
IT that the day school became part of the Jewish scene in Tor-
onto. However, from a late beginning Toronto's proportion of
day school enrolment has now exceeded Montreal's where the

peculiar nature of Quebec's cultural and religious dualism gave
day schools a head start and where now (unlike Toronto) there
is government aid for such schools.

TOronto Jewish school network now includes a Beth Jacob

School for girls on the secondary level and a Ner Israel yeshiva
which is developing lInks with York University. Post war arivals
-hassidim from Hungary-have introduced their lifestyle and
have erected a yeshiva called the Yesodei Yeshurun. As men-
tioned before the Lubavitch are also present though they have
not the sizable institution that Montreal possesses.

Public Kashrut

No important Jewish community institution in Toronto would
today undertake a public dinner without kashrut supervsion.

This was not always the case. For many years a fish dinner on
dubious plates was the most that could be expected from non-
synagogal afairs or meals arranged under non-Orthodox spon-
sorship. What assisted was the successful effort made within the
last ten years by Orthodox leaders, notably Mr. Gasner, to
persuade the larger downtown hotels to introduce facilities for
kashrut. This has made a major difference and the norm is now
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kashrut whether the Zionit movement, Hadassah, B'nai B'rith
or the Welfare Fund hold a conference or a simple diner. Even
a secularist organiation like the Left Poale-Zion, once a haven
for militant "anti-clericals," has acquired hashgachah for the
facilties in its Borochov Centre.

In the 1950's there were no more than two or thee shomrei
shabbat bakeries in the city. By now the commercial incentive
to comply with the kashrut of catering establishments has multi-
plied the number of such bltInesses.

North African Influx

In the 1960's a new element appeared in Toronto Jewr-
Sephardic Jews from Morocco who have set up synagogues par-
alleling whether they are from the formerly Spanish or French
sections of that country. (One group consisting of members from
either segment is afliated to the very Ashkenazic Yiddish-

oriented Farband Labor Zionist Order.) One of the problems
facing the Moroccan Jews is how they can preserve their special
Jewish identity within an overwhelmingly predominant Ashken-
azic community. With small exceptions they have not set up
their own schools and their chidren find themselves in the ex-
isting Ashkenazic institutions. The question has not received the
attention it deserves. Should these representatives of what some
consider an exotic fragment be "integrated" within the existing
framework or should these trustees of a tradition older than the
curently dominant one and equally respectable (if not more
illustrious) be given every opportunity to develop their. special
particularism?

Toronto's Orthodox Jewry has built up solid institutions of
education, learning and worship. A Canadian-born generation of
observant, conscious Jews-something not generally anticipated
in previous years-is in the making. Despite what might be re-

garded as attenuating factors-the relative diminution of the

East European and immigrant flavour and baèkground-Ortho-
doxy in Toronto is in a healthier, more viable state that it was
ina generation ago. In those days the only element whose piety

one could be sure of was that part of the European-born, Euro-
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pean-trained generation which had opted for frumkeit. The
younger generation was as yet a question mark.

In surveying the fild of Jewish ideologies there have been

some sIzable casualties. The secular Sociali,sts who seemed to
have everything going for them-modernism, secularism, re-
ligious skepticism, Socialism, even a popular folk~tongue, Yiddish
-have failed utterly to reproduce themselves. Orthodoxy, which
to many seemed irretrievably doomed, ha$ survived and emerged
far more viable and resistant than its gloomy detractors and even
its well-wishers would have anticipated. Its problems in Toronto
in the main are not isolated from those of other Jews and it will
tackle them in concert with the total Jewish community as it has
in the past.
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